Present : Dr. T P Senkumar IPS

Sub : Police Estt – Statewide Combined Seniority List of Sub Inspector of Police (General Executive) for the period from 01-01-2007 to 31-03-2010 – Provisional – published Orders issued.

Read : (1) Order No. E2/24772/2014/PHQ dated 03-11-2016
(2) Notification no. T4-19440/2017 dated 30-03-2017

Order No : E2-175741/2016/PHQ Dated. 22-05-2017

A Statewide Finalized Combined Seniority list of Sub Inspector of Police (General Executive Branch) for the period from 1996 to 2006 was published vide reference 1st cited by consolidating the finalized seniority list of Sub Inspector of Police (GE) published from the respective ranges, and by including the directly recruited SIs reckoning their effective date of advice by KPSC. On the basis of the above seniority list, a revised Select List of SIs fit for promotion as CIs have been prepared vide reference cited 2nd . The process of promotion of SIs from the select list is being done.

In continuation of the seniority list of SIs (GE) in all Ranges for the period from 01-01-2007 to 31-03-2010 vide references cited 3rd to 6th, a year wise Statewide combined seniority list of SIs (GE) has been prepared by combining the seniority list of SIs (GE) published by all Ranges and by including the directly recruited SIs and those who appointed under Compassionate Employment Scheme by adhering to the existing Rules. Accordingly, the provisional year wise combined seniority list of SI(GE) for the period from 01-01-2007 to 31-03-2010 is published herewith for the information to all concerned.

The OA No.671/2015 filed by Sri. Vidhyadharan, Inspector of Police Pamba, OA No. 389/2016 filed by Sri. K. Balaji, Inspector of Police, CBCID, EOW-1, Kollam, OA.No. 419/2016 filed by Sri. Rajesh Kumar.R, Sub Inspector of Police & others, OA(EKM) No. 791 of 2016 by Sri.R. Vijayan, Inspector of Police, CBCID- EOW-1, Thiruvananthapuram and OA No. 2356 of 2016 relating to the seniority in the Rank of SI(GE) and above are pending before the Kerala Administrative Tribunal. Therefore, this provisional seniority list of the SIs (GE) is published subject to the disposal of the above mentioned OAs.

All Unit heads are directed to circulate the provisional seniority list of Sub Inspectors of
Police (GE) among the concerned on proper acknowledgement. The representations, if any, received in the Units from those officers, other than in Ranges, will forward the same to their concerned Range IsGP on the same day enabling to examine the petitions with reference to the service records. The Range IsGP will forward the same to Police Headquarters with specific remarks, within the time limit. Petitions / objections, if any, against these lists may be forwarded to Police Headquarters through concerned Ranges within 15 days from the date of publication of this list through the Ranges of the officer concerned. No advance copies / belated petitions in this regard will be entertained in Police Headquarters on any account.

The provisional seniority is uploaded in the Official web site www.keralapolice.gov.in for information to all concerned.

22-05-2017
Dr. T P Senkumar IPS,
State Police Chief

To : Individual through Unit head concerned
Copy : The Director, V & ACB for necessary action.
      The DsGP, N/Z,Int, SCR B for necessary action.
      DGP, SCR B for publishing Seniority list in the Police website.
      The Addl. DGP, Crimes / Zones / Training for necessary action.
      The Range IsGP for necessary action. (They are also directed that all the details of SIs in concerned Ranges are included in the list and report corrections / omission if any noticed to PHQ within a week positively. It is also directed to confirm as to whether the name of all SIs worked in the Ranges concerned are included in the list for the period 01-01-2007 to 31-03-2010)
      The DPCs for necessary action.
      SP Railway & all CMTs for necessary action.